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Abstract: This study was aimed to confirm the drug influence on cell cycle of SK-N-SH cells by flow cytometry analysis. The

SK-N-SH cells were divided into two groups including Treatment group and control group. All of them were given chemotherapy drugs
of ADM, CTX, VP16 and VCR, and then detected the influences of chemotherapy drugs on the cell cycle of SK-N-SH cells by flow
cytometry instrument and. ADM: The percentage of G0/G1 phase of experimental group is (51.41±0.13)%, the percentage of G0/G1
phase of control group is (16.59±0.52)%. CTX：The percentage of G0/G1 phase of experimental group is (35.19±0.69)%, the percentage
of G0/G1 phase of control group is (9.03±0.21)%. VP16：The percentage of G0/G1 phase of experimental group is (50.25±2.06)%, the
percentage of G0/G1 phase of control group is (19.33±1.12)%. DDP：The percentage of G0/G1 phase of experimental group is
(25.24±0.37)%, the percentage of G0/G1 phase of control group is (13.51±0.39)%. After treated with ADM, CTX, VP16 and DDP, the
cell number of G0/G1 phase is more than control group in SK-N-SH cells, this showed significant difference (P<0.01). VCR：The
percentage of G2/M phase of experimental group is (45.76±0.39)%, the percentage of G2/M phase of control group is (10.95±0.36)%.
The cell number of G2/M phase is more than control group in SK-N-SH cells, this showed significant difference (P<0.01). ADM, CTX,
VP16 and DDP can significantly arrest cell in G0/G1 phase, while VCR can significantly arrest cell in G2/M phase.
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1. Introduction
Neuroblastoma (neuroblastoma, NB) is one of the
most common extracranial solid tumors of childhood,
accounted for 8%~10% in malignant tumor of child [1].
Its originated from neural crest cells, and can occur in
any part of the sympathetic nervous system.
Neuroblastoma has high malignant degree and bad
progress [2].
NB
treatment
is
mainly
depended
on
multi-disciplinary comprehensive treatment, including
surgery,
chemotherapy,
radiotherapy
and
immunotherapy. Stem cell transplantation, gene
therapy, etc, but the most effective means of NB is still
the chemotherapy. The effective chemotherapy scheme
for NB recognized at domestic and overseasat at
present stage was CAV+PVP, and the main drug
composition
were
cyclophosphamide
(CTX),
adriamycin (ADM), vincristine (VCR), cisplatin (DDP)
and etoposide/teniposide (VP16/ VM26) [3-6]. CTX is
a bifunctional alkylating agent and cell cycle
non-specific drug, it happens with the DNA cross-links,
and can inhibit DNA synthesis. While ADM effects on
DNA and inhibits the synthesis of nucleic acids [8].
VCR mainly inhibit tubulin polymerization and to
influence the formation of spindle microtubules, so as
to the mitotic stop in the middle. DDP mainly acts on

the purine and pyrimidine of DNA which can inhibit
the synthesis of nucleic acids [9]. VP16 main acting on
the DNA topoisomerase Ⅱ, forming stability
reversible complexes of drug-enzyme-DNA, and
prevent DNA repair [6]. Through positive and effective
chemotherapy, many early NB children receiving
incomplete surgical removal can obtain secondary
surgery opportunity. The chemotherapy resection rate
can reach to 74.1%, but almost 30% children was still
poor first-line chemotherapy curative effect. It may be
related to resistance by stimulating resistance gene
expression or other related gene expression affected
the prognosis [10].
In this study, by detection of ADM, CTX, VCR, we
discussed the change rule and clinical significance of
VP16 and DDP NB SK-N-SH in the role of the cell
cycle.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. The experiment reagent and instrument
Adriamycin (ADM), D1515, 10mg, Sigma Company.
Cyclophosphamide (CTX), SU2081, 1g, the Sigma
Company. Vincristine (VCR), 94898, 1mg, the Sigma
Company. Etoposide (VP16), E1383, 25mg, Sigma
Company. Cisplatin (DDP), P4394, 25mg, Sigma
Company. Anti-TrkA antibody (µl/100), Anti-TrkB
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antibody (µl/100), Anti-Trk C antibody (µl/100) were
Abcam products. Anti-rabbit IgG antibody (µl/100),
Anti-mouse IgG antibody (µl/100) products are Sigma
company. High-speed refrigerated centrifuge Promega
Company (type of J-25). Flow cytometry (FCM-2012)
the BD Company in America.

2.2. Cell sources
SK-N-SH cells: human neuroblastoma cell lines,
purchased from cell bank of Zhongshan School of
Medicine.

2.2.1. Cell culture
Join the 10% of inactivated fetal bovine serum in the
DMEM/F12 1:1 mix medium, and placed in saturated
humidity 5% CO2 incubator to culture and batches for
3-4 days.

instrument
Treatment group: add cells and different
concentration of the drug. Control group: only add
complete medium and cells. Logarithmic phase
SK-N-SH cells were taken and vaccinated with
3×105/ml cell concentration in 6 orifice, cultivated for
24~48h. Treatment group were drug with concentration
which according to the results of the CCK8
experimental, while control group added volume
DMEM/F12 culture only. Cells were cultured in 37℃
5% CO2 incubator for 24h and 48h. Digestion with
0.125% of trypsin, washing twice with 4℃ precooling
PBS, and then 70% fixated with cold ethanol. Cells
were added binding-buffer 200µl, plus Annexin V-10µl,
PI 5µl, avoid light effected after 15min, added the
binding-300µl buffer. Detect cell cycle phase
distribution with flow cytometry instrument within
1hour.

2.2.2. Detect the cell cycle with flow cytometry
Table. 1 The change of SK-N-SH/% cells after using ADM, CTX, VP16 and DDP.
Cell
cycle

NC

G0/G1

16.59±0.5

51.41±0.13*

9.03±0.21

35.19±0.69* 19.33±1.12

S

73.23±
2 0.9
9.65±
7 0.40

30.13±0.42

77.05±0.38

41.65±0.25

17.92±0.35

5.90±0.28

18.33±0.58

G2/M

ADM
2.5µg/ml

NC

CTX
2.5µg/ml

NC

VP16
2.5µg/ml

NC

DDP
2.5µg/ml

50.25±2.06*

13.51±0.39

25.24±0.37*

55.62±4.67

1.38±0.17

73.73±0.24

56.64±0.44

16.84±2.40

18.03±0.67

10.95±0.36

16.18±0.14

*Change of G0/G1 phase between different concentrations group, P＜0.01

2.3. Statistical methods
Data processed by SPSS17.0 statistical software, the
comparison of multiple sets of independent samples
using single factor analysis of variance or
nonparametric test, P<0.05 for the significant
difference, P<0.01 for the extremely significant
difference.

3. Results
3.1. The influence of ADM, CTX, VP16 and DDP
to SK-N-SH on the cell cycle
By literature and early damage toxicity test results,
we disposed SK-N-SH cell for 48 hours with 2.5µg/ml
ADM, 3mg/ml CTX, 100µg/ml VP16 and 5µg/ml DDP.
Flow cytometry instrument testing shows that: (1)
ADM: treatment group G0/G1 phase percentage is
(51.41+0.13)%, control group in G0/G1 phase
percentage (16.59+0.52)%. (2) the CTX: treatment
group G0/G1 phase percentage (35.19+0.69)%, control
group in G0/G1 phase percentage (9.03+0.21)%. (3)
VP16: treatment group G0/G1 phase Percentage

(50.25+2.06)%, control group in G0/G1 phase
percentage (19.33+1.12)%. (4) DDP: treatment group
G0/G1 phase percentage is (25.24+0.37)%, control
group in G0/G1 phase percentage (13.51+0.39)%.
After dialed with ADM, CTX, VP16 and DDP,
compared with the control group (NC), G0/G1 phase
cell number increased in treatment group, and it have
significant difference in the two groups (P<0.01). It
shows that the cell cycle can be obviously block in
G0/G1 phase. (Table 1, Figure 1).

3.2. The influence of VCR to SK-N-SH cell cycle
By literature and early damage toxicity test results,
150ng/ml VCR were used on SK-N-SH cell for 72h,
flow cytometry instrument testing shows, VCR:
treatment group G2/M phase percentage for
(45.76+0.39)%, control group G2/M phase percentage
for (10.95+0.36)%. Compared with the control group
(NC), G2/M phase cells was significant increased
(P<0.01). It shows that the cell cycle can be obviously
block in G2/M phase (Table2, Figure 2).

Table 2. The cell cycle change of SK-N-SH/% cells after using VCR.
VCR
G0/G1
S
G2/M**
NC
73.73±0.24
13.51±0.39
10.95±0.36
150ng/µl-72h
14.54±0.71
21.93±0.23
45.76±0.39
** Change of G0/G1 phase between different concentrations group, P＜0.01.
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Figure 1. The influences of ADM、CTX、VP16 and DDP on SK-N-SH cell cycle.
A: ADM group, Change of G0/G1 phase between control group and 2.5µg/ml group has
significances difference. B CTX group: number of cells in G0/G1 phase between control group
and 2.5µg/ml group has significances difference, C: VP16 group: Change of G0/G1 phase
between control group and 2.5µg/ml group has significances difference, D: DDP group. **
P<0.01: Change of G0/G1 phase between control group and 2.5µg/ml group has significances
difference.

4. Discussions
The eukaryotic cell cycle is a very sophisticated
programmed process. It contains G1 phase, S phase,
G2 and M phases. The S phase and G2 is cell
proliferation phase, until the M phase cells mitosis
were ending [11]. G1 phase is the phase of RNA and
ribosome synthetic period, as well as the period of
external factors such as chemotherapy drugs working
time. Loss of cells in the G1 phase can inhibit DNA
synthesis and cells can't go into S phase, blocking S
period to the G2/M phase transformation, and resulting
in G2/M phase cells increased relatively. As a form of
cell apoptosis, G2/M phase cells increased is the
general phenomenon of cell damage. Cell cycle arrest
and apoptosis were closely associated with the
chemotherapy sensitivity of tumor cells. After arresting,
the cell apoptosis can be accelerated. Therefore, the
process of cell cycle arrest can promote apoptosis of
tumor and likely to enhance the chemotherapy
sensitivity of tumor cells. It has important significance

for guiding clinical chemotherapy by studying tumor
cell cycle regulatory mechanism [12].

Figure 2. The influences of VCR on SK-N-SH
cell cycle, ** P＜0.01.
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Meirelles [13] reported that pyrimidine metabolic
drugs such as ADM can induce cancer cells blocking
in S period, and with the increase of the ADM
concentration and action time extended, the number of
cells block in G0/G1 phase increased. Zhong [14]
reported that VCR can block the cancer cells such as
chronic lymphocytic leukemia cells, human prostate
cancer cells PC-3, thymus cancer cells and ovarian
cancer cells in the G2/M phase. Peng [15] confirmed
that DDP can pull ovarian cancer cell line HO-8910
down in the G1 phase of the cell cycle, and increase in
S phase and G2/M phase. Prochazka [16] found that
with the action of corn ketene, matrine and DDP on
NB cells cell growth was observed at a slower pace,
while Go/G1 phase cells proportion increase and S
phase cell proportion reduced. The cell cycle was
blocked in the Go/G1 phase. The research results show
that different chemotherapy drugs may have different
impact on the cell cycle, and this influence is likely to
be due to cell cycle checkpoint pathways activated.
Our results show that: with the method of flow
cytometry analysis, cells of SK-N-SH has obvious
killing effect by ADM, and it makes the cell cycle
block in G0/G1 phase, and Meirelles [13] also had the
consistent conclusions. VCR can make NB cell cycle
obviously block in G2/M phase. The research
conclusions were also same with Zhong [14]. In this
experiment, we found that the influence of DDP to
SK-N-SH was block in G0/G1 phase [16]. This may be
related to difference species of NB cell lines, different
condition of the tumor cells growth and different
chemotherapy drug concentration and time selection or
other factors. Our study also found that CTX and VP16
also can make the SK-N-SH cells cell cycle obviously
block in G0/G1 phase. Five kinds of chemotherapy
drugs have obvious effect to cell cycle, and the
influence may be different to drugs.
The influence of different chemotherapy drugs on
NB cell cycle has obvious differences. Studies suggest
that the cell cycle protein is the most important targets
in the process of regulating the cell cycle. It can further
activate the genes which were associated with cycle
signal pathways. As Trk family important signal
system, MAPK signal pathway is mediating cell
proliferation and differentiation. The phosphorylation
of ERK pathway is mainly mediated cell proliferation
and differentiation by promoting Rb protein
phosphorylation when cells enter the stage of Gl and
M [16, 17]. Cane [18] found that 2, 3-indole ketone
can induced tumor cell death by inhibiting
phosphorylation of ERK pathway. Another study found
that differentiation RA can effectively cut down
expression of c–myc and c-the fos oncogene activity,
and inhibit cell proliferation. It can also raise the
expression of p27 and p53, and block cell cycle in
SK-N-SH Go/G1 phase, and then induce the NB cells
to differentiate into mature [19-20]. So, different
varieties of chemotherapy drugs can activate cell cycle
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protein, further affects signal pathways. Then the cell
cycle arrest at different times. Cell cycle regulation has
an important role in tumor killing mechanism.
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